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Otol1ths are calcareous structures occurring in the 
audi. t.ory labyrinths of teleost (bony) fishes. Three pairs 
of these earstones normally are found: the sagittaJ in the 
sacculus7 the asteriscus, in the lagena7 and the lapillus 
in the utriculus. In fishes other than the Order Cyprini-
formes (carp, catfishes, and related forms), the sagitta is 
the larg·est otolith, and it may be used in taxonomic and 
other studies. 
Fossil ear stones of cuskeels (Family Ophidiidae-·-
Brotulidae) .. constituting the PreoQhidion complex, occur 
in relative abundance at various levels in the Claiborne, 
Jackson, and Vicksburg groups of the Lower Tertiary on the 
Gulf Coast. The present study was undertaken in order to sep--
a.:rate and define the taxonomic units making up the complex. 
Three genera are recognized: Preophidion Dante and 
F.r·izzell (in press), with four described and seven new species7 
New Genus A, with one new species7 and New Genus B, with a 
single species. Detailed descriptions are given for all of 
these genera and species. Successful separation of these 
taxa resulted from conventional morphological treatment. 
Height/length ratios were plotted, and in some instances 
aided in separation of species. 
Thin sections of sagittae of Recent sunfishes (Lepo~is 
c~!}_~_llus, Family Centrarchidae) were studied, in a partially 
successful attempt to determine the nature of the seasonal 
rings. Similar sections of the cuskeel otoliths furnished 
evidence for approximate age determinations that were of 
critical importance in the taxonomic study. 
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The fossils belonged to three lineages within the com-
plex, rrost of them included within the genus Preophidion. 
Evolution within the genus seems to have resulted in a 
sequence of closely relate~ species found as fossils in the 
middle Eocene to 0 ligocene strata of the Gulf Coast. The 
entire complex belongs to a major lineage that includes 
Otophidium and Lepophidium of the living fauna (otoliths 
of 0. taylori, 0. scrippsae '·'and L. brevibarbe examined). 
Sagittae of Ophidion barbaturn and Brosmophycis marginata 
showed those genera to belong to distinct major lineages. 
iv 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Fossil fish otoliths are frequently found in sedimen-
tary deposits of Mesozoic and Cenozoic age. Although easily 
recognized as secretions of animal origin, they have usually 
been neglected in the stratigraphic and systematic studies 
of paleontologists. This is partly due to the fact that 
micropaleontologists usually study the small remains of in-
vertebrate animals, and vertebrate paleontologists are used 
to the techniques needed to study larger fossils. Fish oto-
liths are usually greater than 1.5 mm. and less than 15.0 mm. 
in length, require microscopical examination, and are found 
by screening washed residues of sedimentary deposits. 
Studies of fossil fish otoliths are needed by paleon-
tologists to furnish data on the faunas of sedimentary rocks 
and the ecology of the waters that deposited them. Ichthyo-
logists are handicapped in working out the problems of 
classification and phylogeny of Recent fishes by the scar-
city of fossil skeletal remains. With the identification 
and classification of fossil otoliths, records of fossil 
fishes, though incomplete, may furnish a means for working 
out piscine phylogenies and tabulating their chronologie 
development. 
The present study was undertaken to describe fossil 
otoliths (sagittae) of the Preophidion complex. This com-
plex contains species of the genus Preophidion and two other 
genera that were initially assumed to be within the genus 
Preophidion. The genera included in this study are teleost 
fishes within the Family Ophidiidae-Brotulidae (cuskeels). 
The family is not subdivided in this study because of a 
lack of conclusive evidence indicating separation into two 
families. 
Acknowledgments.--I wish to express my gratitude to 
the faculty of the Department of Geology of the University 
of Missouri at Rolla, and especially to Dr. D:>n L. Frizzell 
for his supervision of my work, encouragement in the field 
of micropaleontology, and for the use of his otolith materi-
al for this study. The help of Mr. Ronald Greeley in pre-
p3.ring the manuscript is also gratefully acknowledged. 
I also wish to acknowledge the financial aid of a 
Research Graduate Fellowship, awarded by the Department of 
Geology, which helped complete this research. 
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Outline of Thesis Problem.--Relatively little work has 
been done on the complete phylogenetic relationship between 
fossil and Recent teleost fishes. ~rizzell and Lamber (1961, 
1962), Lamber (1963), and Frizzell and Dante {in press) have 
contributed to this area of study, but have included only a 
small number of the numerous fossil and Recent fishes. 
This thesis is a continuation of these studies initiated 
by Professor Frizzell, but the research on this problem was 
on a more integrated group of fishes, and the taxonomic re-
sults do not encompass as many fossil lineages within the 
teleost fishes as other recent studies. 
Taxonomic problems of the fossil cuskeels were first 
resolved at the specific level, and then a study of some 
Recent cuskeel genera was made. The combined results are 
represented by lineages which are discussed more fully in 
the conclusions. 
The main problem encountered in the study was differen-
tiation of the species within the genus Preophidion. The 
complex is most difficult to separate into species because 
the initial assumptions made as to morphologic characters 
for separation usually did not have any significance for 
more than one or two species. Variability of the morpho-
logical characters was so great in many species as to elimi-
nate all but one character for separation of the different 
species. Thus the writer was unable to formulate set rules 
for the separation technique, but had to rely on the very 
small, individually unique characters for separation. 
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The genus Preophidion Dante and Frizzell (MS) is based 
on the type species Preophidion ~ropolis Dante and Frizzell 
(MS). A basic pattern for this genus has emerged based on 
the combined results of the study of Frizzell and Dante and 
this research problem. Sagittae of the genus are small to 
mod.erately large, somewhat elongate, lacking in distinctive 
morphological characters except for the outline (which was 
critical only in a few species) and the sulcus. Detailed 
examination of the sulcus indicated a basic pattern for the 
genus, but very small differences of the sulcus led to separ-
ation of the complex into species. 
The genus appears to have had its beginnings during the 
ear: ly Eocene. In the middle Eocene the genus rapidly diver-
sified and the upper Eocene contains the maximum number of 
fossil representatives. The genus rapidly declined in the 
Oligocene (based on scarce fossil evidences) and during the 
long span from the Oligocene to Recent it has passed into 
senescence. The latter statement is based on the following 
evidence~: One, several specimens from the Choctawhatchee 
Formation of Florida are definitely related to the Preophi-
sJ.ion o:>mplex, but have several distinct differences. The 
sulcus is undivided, and there is a strongly developed 
anterodorsal projection. These sagittae are possibly the 
Miocene equivalents of Preophidion, and if this is true, 
there were very rapid evolutionary changes in the complex 
in a short period of time. Two, Recent sagittae examined 
have lost or have only remnants of characters that were con-
sidered morphologicaLly important in the fossil complex. 
4 
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II. O'I'OLrrH SECRETIONS OF BONY FISHES 
OLoliths are secretions of calcium carronate occurring 
within the skull of rony fishes, the Teleostomi (Berg, 1940, 
p. 387). They occur suspended in a fluid in the auditory 
labyrinth. There are usually three different otoliths in 
each cf two labyrinths~ these are named the sagitta, aster-
iscus, and lapillus. Because of their crystalline structure, 
small size, and t.he protection of bone and membranes sur-
rounding them .. otoliths are often fossilized when other parts 
of the fish have been digested by predators or destroyed by 
bacteria. 
The AU<.;!_i_tory Labyrinth. --The· auditory labyrinth of 
fishes (text fig. la) is homologous to part of the inner ear 
of other vertebrates and lies within the bulla, a rounded, 
bony ventral pocket of the posterior part of the cranium. It 
is a series of membranous pouches or sacs with three connect-
~ng semicircular canals. The three sacs of the labyrinth 
secrete the calcareous otoliths which lie unattached within 
them. 
The auditory labyrinth has at its side a pair of large 
cranial nerves, the auditory nerves. Branches of these 
nerves are so close to parts of the labyrinth that they form 
definite grooves on the surface of the otoliths as the latter 
are secreted. Early investigators thought the otoliths homo-
logous to the anvil, hammer, and stirrup of the inner ear of 
higher vertebrate, but this direct association of parts was 
disproved. Current workers have not discarded the hearing 
function of the otoliths, but assume they are part of the 
hearing system because of the otolith's association with the 
auditory nerves, and because of other physiological data. 
Otol_iths of the Labyrinth.--The largest otolith of most 
bony fishes is the sagitta (text fig. la-b, 2a) secreted by 
the sacculus, the largest sac of the l abyrinth. This is 
the earstone most readily removed from the skuLls of Recent 
fishes , and the only one that is ordinarily found as a fos-
sil. Therefore , study of fossil otoliths nearly always im--
plies a study of sagittae. Sagittae have sufficient struct-
ure , stability within the species of fish which produced 
t hem, and variability with the kind of fish , to make them 
usefu l as a chara cter in taxonomy of Recent fishes, and as 
a key to t h e fishes which lived in the past seas. 
The lapillus (text fig. la, 2b) is a secretion of the 
u tric ulus and is much smaller than the sagitta except in the 
cyprinoids. It has defi nite structure and form and is not 
t oo d i fficult to remove from Recent fishes. Fossil lapilli 
have seldom been recovered from sediments and are poorly 
known for eith e r Recen t or fossil ·, ·i shes . 
The asteriscus (text fig. la, 2c) is found in the 
lagena and i s usually smaller than the lapill us. This o t o-
lith is d elicate , difficu lt to remo v e , a nd no t readily pre-
served. Asterisci of most fossil fishes have never been 
recovered. 
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Text fig. 1 
Explanation of figures 
Fig. la. Generalized drawing of an auditory bulla~ 













Fig. lb. . Composite diagram of left sagitta of Perci-















































Text fig. 2 
Explanation of figures 
Figs. 2a-c. Left inner faces of the sagitta, lapillus, 
and asteriscus of Lepornis cyanellus, a freshwater sunfish. 
S Sulcus 
Fig. 2d. Generalized drawing of the left sagitta of 
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Fig. 2e. Generalized drawing of the left sagitta of 







Other Secretions of the Labyrinth.--Besides the three 
otoliths of definite form and pattern, according to the 
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kind of fish, other secreted particles are occasionally 
found in the auditory labyrinth. Occasionally when a sac-
culus is opened to remove the sagitta, the latter is found 
surrounded with minute calcareous particles. These calcare-
ous particles are sometimes normally developed, but usually 
are associated with poorly developed, teratological or in-
<Dmplete sagittae. It appears the calcareous material that 
should have been deposited as part of the otolith has become 
separated and crystallized as separate entities. 
The term "ossiculith 11 has been applied to larger and 
recognizable particles, 0.05 to 0.50 rnm. in length. "Oto-
conia" is a term that has been applied to smaller separate 
particles of calci~ carbonate sometimes found within the 
labyrinth. Presence of these apparent~y nonfunctional de-
posits is somewhat haphazard and unusual in most fishes, 
but occurs quite regularly in some species. 
Structure of Sagittae.--The terminology of the shape 
and outline of a sagitta (text fig. lb) depends largely on 
its orientation. Outer and inner faces are easily deter-
mined and are logically named according to the position of 
the otolith in the skull. The outer surface is more or less 
cnnvex, undulating, sometimes rugose., usually lacking defin-
ite morphological characters. The inner surface shows the 
most conspicuous feature of an otolith, the sulcus. Although 
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ideally a sagitta should be oriented entirely by its posi-
tion in the fish, this is not always practical, because the 
exact position is not always known in Recent fishes and sel-
dom if ever in fossil material. Two major axes are assumed, 
depending on the structure of the inner face. The longer axis 
is usually horizontal, the shorter vertical. In practice this 
causes little if any confusion. The upper part of the otolith 
is dorsal, that lying below the horizontal axis, ventral. The 
anterior end is defined m::>stly by the nerve impression, sulcus 
or ostium of the sulcus, which usually reaches the anterior or 
anterodorsal edger the posterior end is the opposide edge. 
If the sagitta is "humped" about the periphery, these 
areas are given certain descriptive terms, for example, the 
anterodorsal dome, the posterodorsal dome and their ventral 
counterparts. If the gradual curvature of the outer face is 
broken by a steepened slope, the slope is referred to as the 
anterodorsal slope, etc. At the anterior end some otoliths 
project forward and/or upward. These projecting parts are 
termed the rostral processes. The antirostru.m lies above 
(dorsal) and behind or even with the rostrum, with a notch 
or indentation between them called the excisura. The latter 
is sometimes filled with calcareous deposits. 
The sulcus, an impression of a branch of the auditory 
nerve, is of great taxonomic importance because its shape, 
length, and structure differ greatly on otoliths belonging 
to different fish groups. It is marked by a well defined 
border, which may be a very thin incised line or a more 
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broadly marked ridge, with the enclosed area flush to deeply 
excavated with respect to the inner face. Secondary deposits 
of calcium carl::onate filling the sulcus are called colliculurn. 
The sulcus is divided in some groups, undivided in others. 
If divided, the anterior part is the ostium, the posterior 
part, the cauda. Both ostium and cauda may vary greatly, 
from very narrow to very wide, equal or unequal in width and 
length, with borders parallel or not, or curved. The ostium 
sometimes opens to the anterior ~argin through a narrow or 
wide channel, the ostial channel •. The cauda is sometimes 
open to the posterior margin through a narrow channel, the 
pgst-caudal trough. 
A depressed surface, oorsal to the sulcus, the area, 
may or may not be present. Between the sulcus and area in 
some forms there is a ridge, the crista superior, which has 
a ventral counterpart, the crista in:t5.erior. The latter is 
bordered ventrally in some cases by a long, narrow depres-
sion, the ventral furrow. 
III. HISTORICAL RESUME 
General History.--Generalities regarding the histori-
cal development of the study of otoliths have been given by 
Campbell (1929) and Lamber (1963), from whom most of the 
following summary has been extracted. 
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Otoliths have been recognized as fossilized life forms 
since the time of the Greeks and Romans. Pliny the Elder 
and other Greek and Roman scholars were familiar with the 
otoliths of fishes, but only noted their occurrence in the 
literature. Still later, in the Middle Ages, so-called 
"bezoar stones 11 were highly sought by the general populace. 
F. D. Adams (1938, pp. 105-112) gives an extended discussion 
of these "stones" which were hard, generally round, smooth 
objects often associated with certain higher vertebrates. 
Usually the stones were worn as amulets to protect the 
wearer from all sorts of natural and unnatural deaths. It 
is probable that "St. Peter• s stone 11 was nothing more than 
a fish otolith, with the imprint of the sulcus marking the 
location of 11 St. Peter•s key". 
Klein, in 1740, described fish earstones as an import-
ant part of the fishes natural life processes. Klein des-
cribed thirty species of fish otoliths and considered the 
otolith to be homologus with the bones of the middle ear of 
the higher vertebrates (the hammer, anvil, and stirrup). 
Cuvier and Valenciennes, 1829-49, mentioned otoliths 
when describing the fishes in the important work Histoire 
Naturelle des Poissons. In 1836, Cuvier described fish 
otoliths in his work on comparative vertebrate anatomy. 
He stated that fish otoliths had excellent zoorphologic 
characters which a:>Uld be used for the differentiation of 
the fi!J;h species. Cuvier also described the otolith com-
position and plan of growth, helping to refute the theory 
of Klein in regard to their function and bony structure. 
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Although ichthyologists occasionally mention fish oto-
liths in some detail in their description of fishes, the 
description is usually not critical enough for identifica-
tion of the fish by the characters of the otolith alone. 
Nisio, in 1926, and Oppenheimer, in 1927, did discuss the 
nature of otoliths of several species at the specific level 
of taxonomy. Higgins published a paper in 1867 discussing 
the use of otoliths for 11 verifying fossil and Recent fishes 11 , 
and Scott, in 1906, followed Higgins• methods when discussing 
several living species of fishes. In 1910-16, Shepherd pub-
lished information regarding the location and types of oto-
liths found within the fish. 
Koken (1884) initiated the study and description of 
fb ssil otoliths. He proposed new fossil fish species based 
on the otoliths fbund in rocks of the Eocene and at the same 
time established a system o'f nomenclature. More recently 
Leriche, Schubert, Bassoli, Chaine and Duvergier, Sulc and 
others have added considerable knowledge to what is known Of 
fish otoliths. 
Current worker~ have included Weiler in Germany, Stinton 
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in England, Sanz £eheverria (deceased) and Bauza in Spain, 
and Fitch, Frizzell, Lamber, and Dante in the United States. 
Chaine and Duvergier (1934) and Chaine (1935-) described 
Recent otoliths of numerous taxa at the specific level. 
Frost (1925-30) published a series of fourteen papers 
on fossil and Recent fishes with the help of Regan, a cap-
able ichthyologist. These papers have greatly helped later 
workers as they provide background material for studies in 
the arrangement of species into systems of lesser and higher 
taxonomic categories. 
Frizzell and Lamber (1961, 62) have integrated studies 
of both fossil and Recent otoliths with the results published 
by other ichthyologists on the general nature of the fish, 
and they have attempted a revised classification and phylo-
genie development of certain fish groups (Lamber, 1963). 
Previous Work Q!! Cuskeel Otoliths.--Relatively little 
has been done with the otoliths of the cuskeel fishes, in-
cluding l:o th fossil and Recent otoliths. Koken from 1884 
to 1891 probably has described more fossil species of the 
ophidiid-brotulids (placed in two genera) than any other 
worker. Although many of Koken•s species need revision, 
nost of the species he proposed and described are still 
valid. Koken placed new species under a parataxonomic name, 
Otoli thus, followed by a generic group name, which is some-
times valid, and a Linnean specific name which may include 
varieties. Numerous species were included in Otolithus 
(Gadidarum) Kok.en, and Otolithus (Ophidiidarum) Koken (in 
Woodward, 1901, pp. 604-05, and others). 
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Since Reken•s time, few species of cuskeel fishes have 
been described from otoliths. Most were described casually, 
or as part of a work containing many different fish groups. 
More recently, Frost (1925-30) has described several 
ophidiid-brotulid otoliths in his series of published arti-
cles. 
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IV. IMroRTANCE OF OTOLITHS 
Presently fish otoliths are used in several ways by 
different disciplines. As mentioned above, the fossil oto-
lith is used in conjunction with Recent fish studies for 
phylogenetic and fish classification studies. Fisheries 
biologists are using otoliths to determine age and the spawn 
season of fishes by the so-called "ring count method" (see 
section IV this paper). Fitch, 1952, and Jones and Haynes, 
1950, (Lamber, 1963) have used the "ring count method" in 
their researches. Predators of fish often indicate thier 
preference as to kind and number of fish eaten when stomach 
contents are examined. Other uses of otoliths include fau-
nal distribution studies of Recent fishes through the rela-
tive distribution of the otoliths in deep sea cores (accord-
ing to Lamber, 1963). 
Recent otoliths should be systematically described and 
related to the Recent fishes. In this manner fossil and 
Recent fish lineages could be more easily combined. Many 
scientific workers familiar with the nature of otoliths 
believe them to have very important and diagnostic charac-
ters that could be applied to these taxonomic problems. 
Fossil otoliths - namely the fossil sagitta - are not 
nearly as well known and described in the literature as some 
Recent sagittae·. It is possible that with time and sufficient 
study certain workers could become familiar with sufficient 
numbers of locally abundant fossil sagittae as to use them in 
19 
stratigraphic correlations. At present the paleoecological 
implications of fossil sagi t tae are much m:>re evident to 
those workers familiar with otoliths, but this field remains 
very much neglected, and probably will remain so for a con-
siderable length of time. 
V. SOURCES OF RECENT AND FOSSIL O'IOLITHS 
Recent S~ittae.--Catching fresh fishes may pose a 
problem, but the fishes used for extraction of otoliths 
should be reasonably fresh, frozen, or may be heads or 
even just the craniums of fish that have been kept for a 
short while in alcohol or buffered formalin. 
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The best technique for removal of otoliths depends on 
several factors: the size of the fish, its value - whether 
needed for food or preserved specimen - the hardness and 
thickness of the cranium, position of the bullae, and size 
of the otoliths. (A small fish may have a large otolith, or 
a large fish a tiny one.) The extraction of otoliths from 
many different kinds of fish may present some problems. If 
sagittae are to be removed from a large series of a single 
species of fish, a technique can be worked out with a little 
experimentation that will allow rapid extraction. 
The method used by the writer in extracting otoliths is 
as follows: The head was severed from the body at the level 
of the gills. Lower jaws, gills and opercula were removed. 
The ventral bone of the cranium was then carefully split in 
the midline from the region of the first vertebra to the 
anterior end of the fish, and the cranium opened by bending 
back the sides of the head. The auditory labyrinths were 
located lying near the posterior end of the brain, and partly 
seen when the brain was pushed aside. Delicate chipping away 
of the bone material separating brain and labyrinth was 
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usually necessary before the sacs holding the earstones 
were completely exposed. The sacs of the two labyrinths were 
removed entire if possible, and placed on a slide or in a 
small dish where the otoliths could be freed and cleaned. If 
all three otoliths were desired, the sacs of the labyrinth 
were submerged in water and placed under a dissecting micro-
scope, where magnification of nine diameters greatly aided 
in extracting and cleaning the small lapilli and asterisci. 
A more detailed discussion of otolith extraction is found in 
Lamber (1963, pp. 15-17). 
Fossil Otoliths.--Strata containing fossil fish otoliths 
are common in the geologic column, especially those of the 
Cenozoic Era. Berg (1940) has reported their occurrence in 
the Mississippian and otoliths are used for correlation of 
upper Triassic beds in Germany. In this country Tertiary 
formations, especially those of the Gulf Coast, sometimes 
contain prolific numbers of otoliths. 
Methods of recovering otoliths from strata containing 
such fossils depends on the type of matrix. Shaly marls, 
"greensands 11 and some limestones contain the fossils. Sam-
ples are usually easy to obtain from most of these strata 
because they are not or only slightly indurated. 
Separation of otoliths from a sample depends somewhat 
on the type of matrix but the following technique is usually 
followed: 
.5 oa..K.A.!. • The sample is ~ ~ ~ overn~ght or for a longer 
period, and is sometimes heated at low temperatures. If the 
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matrix does not break down easily, a neutral water softener 
or detergent is sometimes added. The sample is then washed 
to remove mud and detritus. Sometimes the sample is worked 
gently by hand to aid in breaking down the matrix. It is 
then run through a series of screens of standard mesh, care-
fully washing each screening into pans. The slurry is first 
run through a 10-mesh screen and the residue is hand picked 
for larger specimens. The slurry from this screening is then 
run through a 20-mesh screen. This screening is dried, and 
the sample then examined grain by grain under low magnifica:.... 
tion, picking out the otoliths with a fine brush and forceps. 
The slurry from the 20-mesh screen is run through a 30-mesh, 
the screened material treated as the one above. The 30-mesh 
material is discarded as too small to yield material of 
interest. During all phases of the preparation and picking 
of a sample, great care must be taken to prevent breakage of 
the fragile fossils. 
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VI. CHARACTERISTICS OF RECENT AND FOSSIL CUSKEEL SAGITTAE 
Cuskeels are a morphologically degenerate group of liv-
ing and fossil fishes of the Family Ophidiidae-Brotulidae. 
In publications containing information on these fishes, they 
are placed in separate families, the Ophidiidae and Brotuli-
dae, but the morphology of the otolith indicates that no 
satisfactory separation can be made. The cuskeels are bony 
fishes belonging to the class Teleostomi (Berg, 1940, p. 
387). 
The physical appearance of these fishes is eel-like 
with the body elongate, but quite variable in length, as 
cuskeels are found ranging from only inches to several feet 
long. The body tapers very distinctly, has a large, thick 
head with a horizontal mouth, and a blunt snout. The verti-
cal fins are low and confluent about the tail, thus the fish 
lacks a distinct caudal fin. Coloration falls within the 
lighter tones, from silver to light green. Irregular dark 
blotches are scattered in a loose pattern al:out the dorsal 
portion of the l:ody. Scales are diminutive to lacking. (See 
text fig. 5 for a representative specimen). 
The cuskeels are adapted to a wide range of environ-
ments. They live in temperate to tropical marine waters of 
both major oceans and live in a very wide range of life (depth) 
zones. Some are found in the sublittoral zone (Lagler, Bar-
dach, and Miller, 1962, pp. 446-447) but rrost of the living 
form live in deeper waters, many as deep as the bathyal zone. 
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Recent Cuskeel Sagittae.--It is regrettable that only 
very few otoliths from Recent cuskeels were available for 
study. Those studied, however, belonged to five different 
species belonging to four genera. Thus the comparison of 
characters of Recent sagittae with those of fossil material 
was mostly a comparison of generic characters of the former 
with specific characters of the latter. Characters of the 
inner face of Recent cuskeel otoliths are scant, generalized 
and difficult to see. 
Sagittae from mature Recent cuskeel fishes are larger 
than those from their fossil counterparts. Inner face char-
acters sometimes become more clearly seen if lightly stained 
with Eosin, but even so, the border of the sulcus can be only 
faintly seen under low magnification in most sagittae exam-
ined. Shape and size of the sulcus is more variable than in 
the fossils and possibly can be used in separating otoliths 
of related species. In all but one species, the division of 
the sulcus was very poorly marked by a line of demarcation. 
In two genera, Brosmophycis and Ophidion, the sulcus is un-
divided. In other genera examined the division line origi-
nated in a slight constriction of the ventral border, very 
near the posterior end of the sulcus, and arched toward the 
dorsal anterior end. This upward and forward arching resul-
ted in an overriding cauda extending a large part of the 
sulcal length. 
The outlines of Recent cuskeel sagittae are more charac-
teristic than in the fossils. There is sometimes developed 
an anterodorsal projection, and in some genera a slight 
posterodorsal projection. Differences in shape of the oto-
lith distinguish the various genera. 
Problems of the Fossil Preophidion Complex.--Sagittae 
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of the fossil cuskeels are so generalized in structure that 
minute differences of structures, especially those involving 
the sulcus, have to be used in their separation. Long series 
of specimens from different stratigraphic levels had to be 
very closely examined to determine the relative merit of tax-
onomic characters. The study was complicated by the fact 
that there is considerable variation in individuals of any 
one species. Several species, originally placed in Preophi -
dion on the basis of characters that at first seemed trivial, 
later were separated when their differences became better 
understood and more significant. One previously recognized 
species had to be divided into several species on the basis 
of slight differences consistent with the stratigraphic occur-
rences. 
Basic Preophidion Pattern.--The basic pattern of the 
sagittae separates the Preophidion complex from other groups 
of fossil otoliths, but is not diagnostic for separation 
within the complex. 
The Preophi dion sagitta is typically ovate to ovate-
elongate in outline. The outer f ace is typi c ally incurved , 
smooth , somewhat undulating to greatly undulating or rugose. 
These f eatures are found to have little taxonomi c signi f icance. 
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The inner face is variably convex and flexed from the assumed 
vertical plane. It is smooth and lacks definable characters 
except for the sulcus. The latter is subparallel to parallel 
to the horizontal midline and sometimes encloses a large por-
tion of the midline. In all fossil Preophidion species it is 
divided by a nearly vertical to slanted or arched dividing 
line. This line within the sulcus may be very hard to see if 
the specimen is eroded. It normally appears as a thin, in-
cised line. The division of the sulcus results in two equa1 
to subequal sections, the an:terior ostium and posterior cauda. 
If the dividing line is arching and continues to the anterior 
margin, there is an "overriding" cauda. 
The periphery of the Preophidion sagitta is typically 
streamlined with only gentle curves. Some species have a 
slight anterodorsal projection but all lack ventral projec-
tions. Normally the ventral margin is more symmetric than 
the <b r sal margin. 
VII. BASES FOR SEPARATION OF FOSSIL CUSKEEL OTOLITHS 
The suites of specimens were examined one by one under 
a microscope at nine or eighteen diameters magnification. 
The characters in which the specimens differed were gradu-
ally catalogued and the specimens assembled into groups 
that appeared alike. With constant reexarnina tion, one or 
more morphological characters emerged as consistent for a 
single species, a group of specimens that are structurally 
alike and are presumed to belong to a single genetic stock. 
Characters also gradually become apparent that are similar 
for a group of species, thus defining a genus. 
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Additional methods were used for confirmation of species 
units. These included thin section studies (see following 
section) and measurements or ratios of measurements plotted 
on graphs. The following measurements were made on suites 
of sagittae of each species~ length, height, thickness, 
length of sulcus, length of osti urn, and height of sulcus. 
From these data the value of height to length (height/length) 
ratio in per cent, proved to be significant and were plotted 
on a graph in the following manner: The frequency was plot--
ted versus ratios. Median and modal values were calculated 
and a curve was fitted to a bar graph. Assuming the species 
to be correctly defined, the bar graph should be centered 
ab:::>u t the modal value and have a regular curve. 
Similar graphs to the one discussed were plotted using 
different rneasur~able relationships. Two plots tried were 
the ratio of sulcus height to sagitta height versus the 
frequency and the ratio of sulcus length to ostium length 
versus frequency. Neither of these graphs indicated de-
finite relationships that would help separate or define a 
species. 
Characters based on measurements are satisfactory for 
separating species only when the species differ in outline 
or other measureable structure. Two species may have a 
very similar outline and size, but differ in sulcus charac-
ters. In this case measurements were made, but only served 
to furnish complete data on the species in question, and 
were not helpful in separating them. 
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VIII. THIN SECTIONS OF FOSSIL AND RECENT OTOLITHS 
Purposes For Sectioning_.--Thin sections of otoliths 
are being made at present to determine ages of fish in 
some of the fisheries research laboratories. The otolith 
is known to have "growth rings," similar to those developed 
by trees. The rings are differentiated in living fish oto-
liths as opaque alternating with translucent rings. A pair 
of these is presumed to be deposited by the fish during one 
year. As the translucent ring is the thicker, it is postu-
lated that this is deposited during the summer months when 
food is more abundant and most of the fish 1 s growth occurs. 
The thinner opaque ring is presumed to be deposited during 
winter months. 
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Thin sectioning of both Recent sunfishes and fossil 
cuskeels was attempted during the present study for the fol-
lowing reasons: a) to examine the depositional pattern and 
verify the oonclusions of fisheries research on otoliths of 
Recent fishr b) to compare the pattern of Recent fish oto-
lith sections with those of fossils~ c) to determine the 
structural differences between the opaque and translucent 
ringsr and d) to determine the comparative age of a suite 
of small otoliths found in the Eocene deposits of Texas with 
some larger but very similar otoliths from Oligocene beds of 
Mississippi. The latter determination was of paramount im-
portance because small fossil otoliths may be those of either 
juvenile or mature fish. In this case if otoliths of roth 
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series were from fish of comparable age, the size difference 
would be important evidence that they belonged to different 
species. If the smaller otoliths had fewer rings than the 
larger, it would be e~dence that the small otoliths were 
from juvenile fish, and possibly that they were young of the 
same species as the Oligocene forms. 
Sectioning Technigue.--The otolith was cemented to a 
glass slide with Canada balsam. It was then ground by hand 
on a plateglass with the aid of #600 Carborundum powder, 
thoroughly wetted. Approximately one-third of the thickness 
of the specimen was ground away. The remaining part of the 
otolith was removed from the balsam with xylene, and remount-
ed with the ground surface cemented to the slide. The grind-
ing procedure was repeated until the part that remained was 
approximately 0.30 mm. thick and could be examined under a 
petrographic microscope. The initial growth center was thus 
expbsed. 
The first otoliths studied in this way were median sec-
tions (text fig. 3k-m). These were oriented as the sagitta 
is usually studied, roth inner and outer faces being ground 
away. The results were so disappointing and showed so little 
structure that transverse sections were then ground (text 
fig. 3a-c). These were mounted at a 90 degree angle to the 
usual orientation, grinding away anterior and posterior hal-
ves of the specimen, leaving a thin section from its center. 
In such sections the alternating rings were visible. 
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The otoliths were examined repeatedly while being ground 
under a binocular microscope to check the orientation and to 
get the preferred thickness of section. Studies were also 
made of a series of sections in this way. After the section 
was prepared and mounted for study, it was examined under 
high magnification of a biological microscope to study struc-
ture and any organic material present. The crystalline growth 
structure and a determination of the chemical composition by 
optical methods was checked with the aid of a petrographic 
microscope. 
Results of Thin Section Examinations.--Transverse sec-
tions of Recent otoliths showed the most detail when studied 
in reflected light at considerable magnification. These 
were sketched showing the concentric banding of alternate 
opaque and translucent rings (text fig. 3d-j). The opaque 
rings appear brown under transmitted light. The rings are 
not evenly deposited over the entire otolith, and a certain 
differential pattern of deposition was noted (see sketches 
for the different band width). 
It was observed, that the relative position of the 
growth rings does not change as a series of surfaces is 
ground. Thickness of the band may vary, but this seems to 
be a result of thickness of the section. Thick sections were 
v.oery difficu1 t to see through and it is possible that two ad-
jacent rings in close proximity would appear to merge into 
one because of poor light transmission through the section. 
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As the sections approached petrographic thickness they reveal-
ed a series of secondary, less distinct concentric rings with-
in the more conspicuous bands (text fig. 3). 
An examination of sections by stereoscopic, biological 
research and petrographic microscopes was undertaken to de-
termine the differences in structure or composition of the 
opaque and translucent bands. This was important because 
fossil otoliths have lost this differentiation, and some 
means was sought to establish their summer and winter rings. 
No reasons for the differences in the two bands was found, 
h:::>wever. 
Transverse sections of fossil otoliths showed less 
character than those of Recent forms, possibly due to long 
aging and erosion. The sections had to be no more than 
about 0.03 rnm. thick before concentric bands became visible 
in transmitted light. None of the bands were translucent, 
but concentric rings were present, with darker alternating 
with lighter. It is assumed that the darker bands of the 
fossil sagittae correspond to the opaque bands of Recent 
otoliths. Band width was quite ~ariable, thus wide bands 
(summer bands) were not distinguishable from winter bands, 
assuming they existed in the fossil otoliths. 
Petrographic studies of the sections show the crystal 
growth to be radially fibrous. In Recent sagittae, original 
crystal growth seems to radiate outward without any distinct 
termination at the concentric ring boundaries. It is proba-
ble that the otolith has no definite stage of ring growth, 
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but is continually adding calcium carbonate to the periphery 
as the supply permits, and the ring boundary is formed by 
addition of or lack of certain organic or inorganic consti-
tuents. 
Preliminary petrographic studies to check the form of 
the calcium carbonate indicated the Recent otoliths are com-
posed of aragonite. The fossil otoliths examined seemed to 
be calcite. Lamber (1963) gave evidences for calcite compo-
sition of fossil otoliths. It is possible that there is an 
alternation of the original aragonite to the more stable cal-
cite. 
Checking the number of rings of the small fossil sagit-
tae from the Claiborne (Eocene) showed them to be of approx-
imately the same age as the quite similar but considerably 
larger specimens from the Vicksburg (Oligocene). This adds 
an important character, a difference in size between the two 
series of specimens which proved to be of comparable age by 
having the same number of concentric rings, and suggests that 
they do not belong to the same species. 
Text fig. 3 
Explanation of figures 
Figs. 3a-c. Side, top, and front views, respectively, 
of one-half of a recent otolith mounted for transverse grind-
ing. Dotted lines in (c) indicate position of faint growth 
lines. 
Figs. 3d, 3f, 3h. Transverse serial views of the ground 
section. Figs. 3f and 3h show the relative distinction be-
tween bands as the section is ground. 
Figs. 3e, 3g, 3i. Relative thickness of the sections 
shewn. 
Fig. 3j. Section approximately 0.03 rnrn. thick. Distinc-
tion between rings very apparent. Pattern of rings show their 
overlapping nature about the growth nucleus. 
Figs. 3k-m. Median sections with thicker sections at the 
top of page. XlS magnification. Relative darkness of the in-
dividual rings are represented by the dotted and solid lines. 
Unmarked areas are translucent material. As section is ground 
down the faint dark rings become more distinct, and more rings 
become visible while the nature of the nucleus becomes more 








In this thesis taxonomic problems found in the otoliths 
of a select group of fishes, the cuskeels, were examined and 
some basic conclusions were drawn. The main difficulty in 
the study of the Preophidion complex was the differentiation 
of the sagittae at the specific level. Initially, basic 
criteria for separation of species are assumed, but it was 
soon found that these criteria would be valid for only a few 
of the species involved. Valid criteria for separation of 
species were found to depend on very small changes of the 
basic morphological characters. 
Criteria for Differentiation of Fossil Cuskeel Otoliths.--
I Generalization of criteria at this point is necessary, and 
some minor criteria have been disregarded i~ this summary. 
The most important characters for differentiation are 
the shape of the sulcus, nature of division, and size. These 
are not separate factors, but must be considered as part of 
the entire sulcus. It was found in this study that very 
small differences in the sulcus were the most important cha-
racters for specific separation. 
Over-all size · and height/length ratios of the sagitta 
were found to be important in some species differentiation. 
Preophidion meyeri (Koken), from the Eocene Wilcox Group, 
was split into two distinct species and a very close ly rela -
ted species was recognized in the Oligocene Vicksburg Group 
because of slight size differences and height/length ratio 
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differences. 
Outline was found to be an important character in sev-
eral instances, thus it is not dependable. It was found that 
outline was more often a general character, but the outline 
is distinctive when separating the Preophidion complex from 
other species and genera. 
Of minor importance in separation was the convexity and 
flexure of the inner face. This character is related to an 
imaginary vertical plane which passes through the very ante-
rior and posterior ends of the sagittae. Flexure is longi-
tudinal curvature of the inner face from this vertical plane, 
and convexity is inner face curvature in the height dimen-
sion from this vertical plane. 
General Conclusions on Fossil Cuskeel Otoliths. --The 
Preophidion complex originally included several closely re-
lated genera that could not be easily distinguished on first 
examination, but were later resolved into three lineages. 
Preophidion stintoni Dante and Frizzell (MS) is a 
species which has no ancestors or descendants known to the 
writer. It is directly related to the main Preophidion 
lineage and further examination will be necessary. 
Preophidion new species a has no known ancestors or de-
scendants as of this study. As it occurs in the middle Eocene 
(Claiborne group), descendants would be expected, and ances-
tors should tie very closely to the main Preophidion lineage 
because of the very similar sulcus of the new species. 
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Two closely related species - P. new species c and P. 
new species d - are presumed the end members of a lineage 
branch from the Preophidion lineage. Descendants are pos-
sible, but could be absent because of stratigraphic position 
of the species (text fig. 4). These two species occur up to 
but not across the Eocene-Oligocene '.boundary. The near iden-
tical characters and similar occurrence leaves doubt to the 
wisdom of their separation. 
The trunk lineage of this report is Genus A, new, and 
descendants. Genus A, new, is traced directly to P. petro-
polis in the Clai'.borne Group. This species is then traceable 
to three descendants - P. new species b, P. meyeri (Koken) 
and P. elevatum (Koken). The relationship between the two 
former species is very strong with very similar morphologi-
cal characters, and because of this, they are very hard to 
separate. This similarity, combined with the same strati-
graphic range, is a strong argument for a single species, but 
separation techniques which were used lead to separation. P. 
elevatum is separated from the two species a'.bove by charac-
ters of the sulcus and outline, even though it is similar. 
Preophidion elevaturn is stratigraphically restricted to 
the upper Clai'.borne group, and gave rise to the descendant 
P. new species e. The latter has sulcal differences, stronger 
flexure and convexity of the inner face, and a more stream-
lined appearance that help distinguish it from P. elevatum. 
In the Oligocene only two species of the l?reophidion 
complex are known. These are P. new species f and P. new 
species g with the latter having a strong resemblance to P. 
new species e. ~. new species g is larger and has a more 
strongly flexed and convex inner face, thus continuing the 
trend toward a larger size first noticed in ~- new species 
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e. P. new species !_ is directly related to _!:. meyeri (Koken) 
with c)1ar;:~cters so similar as to consider the two species as 
one. There are slight outline and sulcus changes and these 
characters are only visible upon detailed examination. 
Some recent information received, and several new sagit-
tae recently examined by this author has helped clarify some 
ideas and concepts about the Preophidion complex and the oph-
idiid-brotulids in general. 
One, the ophidiid-brotulid otoliths are missing from 
the fossil record of the Miocene in the Maryland area, and 
two, the Preophidion complex has undergone drastic change 
or p::>ssibly has become extinct in the Miocene of the Gulf 
and Atlantic Coasts. 
The first statement is based on evidences as related to 
this writer by Prof. Don L. Frizzell. The second statement 
is based on a personal examination of five sagittae from the 
upper Miocene {Choctawhatchee Formation) of Florida. These 
specimens belong to one genus, or possibly two genera, of 
the ophidiid-brotulids, but evidences based on morphological 
characters exempt the specimens from the genus Preophidion. 
The greatest difference in morphological characters was in 
the sulcus, which was poorly defined, narrow and undivided. 
Several alternative reasons are proposed for the 
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apparent disappearance of Preophidion. One, the complex 
became extinct as a result of the catastrophic events which 
apparently affected many life forms at the Oligocene-Miocene 
b::>undary. Two, the fishes of the complex were forced from 
their ecological habitat by competitive fishes, or other 
unknown factors, into different habitats, probably deeper 
waters, thus effecting a loss of fossil record. Three, the 
o::>mplex mutated at an accelerated rate and intergrades of 
this evolution have not been recognized, or discovered. 
The first explanation above is acceptable because of 
the apparent extinction boundary found in many life forms. 
The second explanation is plausible, but a group of fishes 
·tQ occupy the former habitat of the cuskeels, has not been 
discovered. The third explanation is acceptable, but the 
amount of change as indicated by the five specimens examined 
is quite great. 
General Conclusions on Recent Cuskeel Genera.--All of 
these genera are not directly related to the Preophidion 
complex, but there is no doubt as to relationships. It is 
of interest to note the changes in the sagittae of the Recent 
genera as compared to the fossil Preophidion sagittae. 
Brosmophycis and Ophidion are two genera the least 
similar to Preophidion. The former has a large elongate 
otolith, but with faintly visible inner face characters. 
The sulcus is somewhat elongate, but poorly marked and appar-
ently undivided. Ophidion is smaller than Brosmophycis and 
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has some poorly visible inner facial characters, but the sul-
cus is undivided. Ophidion is very high, with the develop-
ment of a very large anterodorsal projection. 
The genera Otophidium and Lepophidium are more closely 
related to Preophidion as indicated by the elongate, divided 
sulcus and the somewhat similar outline. Differences are a 
poorly defined sulcus and faintly marked division line. 
Again the height/length ratios are much larger because of 
the moderate development of anterodorsal projections. Oto-
phidium is represented by two species in this study, with 
some wide variations of the sulcus in the two species. Q_. 
scrippsae has a well marked, very wide, sulcus with a poorly 
marked trough indicating the location of the sulcal division 
line. 0. taylori has a faintly marked sulcus that varies in 
width, but has a readily delineated division line. Outline 
differences are great, with 0. scrippsae having a higher, 
more irregular dorsal margin while 0. taylori has a long 
smooth dorsal margin. 
Another specimen from the upper Miocene of Florida was 
closely related to the Recent genera of this report. The 
single specimen examined was quite similar to Lepophidium 
and en uld be considered the same species. If further speci-
mens are found and evidences prove this hypothesis, then the 
stratigraphic range of the genus will be considerably extended. 
Some indications of phylogenetic relationships between 
the Preophidion cnmplex and the Recent cuskeel genera are: 
a) sagittal outline is generally elongate, with low to mode-
rately high-height/length ratios. Usually the ventral out-
line lacks breaks in the almost symmetric curvature~ b) 
the ostial channel is very short and hard to distinguish in 
the fossil sagittae, and is missing in the Recent sagittae~ 
c) the sulcus has low-height/length ratios, with the sulcus 
parallel to near parallel to the horizontal midline~ d) 
the inner face has approximately the same flexure and con_: 
vexity: d) the outer face lacks any strong definable cha-
racters and is only slightly undulating. 
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Phylogenetic Relationships.--a) Preophidion ranges from 
at least middle Eocene through Oligocene (otoliths of the 
Gulf and Atlantic Coast Miocene virtually unknown)~ b) Pre-
ophidion is replaced by Genus A, new, in the lower Eocene 
(stratigraphic and facies differences)~ c) Preophidion is 
not known in the lower Weeches of East Texas (assumed eco-
logical differences); d) Preophidion is in the same lineage 
as Recent species of Lepophidium and Otophidium; e) Recent 
genera Ophidion and Brosmophycis belong to different lineages 
than that of Preophidion. D. L. Frizzell (1964) recognizes 
an ancestor of the Brosmophycis lineage in the upper Eocene 
of England, and of Ophidion in the middle Eocene of Texas. 
Text fig. 4 
Explanation of figure 
Phylogenetic relationships within the Preophidion complex 
and some Recent cuskeels. Solid bars indicate the known stra-
tigraphic range of species, the dashed line indicating pro-
posed phylogenetic relationships. 
a. New genus A new sp. 1 
b. New genus B new sp. 1 
c. Preophidion petropolis Dante and Frizzell (MS) 
d. Preophidion stintoni Dante and Frizzell (MS) 
e. Preophidion elevaturn (Koken) 
f. f. meyeri (Koken) 
g. f. new species a 

















m. P. new species g 
n. Lepophidiurn brevibarbe (Cuvier) 
o. Otophidiurn taylori (Girard) 
p. O. scrippsae (Hubbs) 
q. Brosmophycis rnarginata (Ayres) 
r. Ophidion barbaturn Linnaeus 
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Text fig. 5 
Explanation of figure 
Sketch of the Recent cuskeel Otophidium omostigma, after 




X. SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS 
Order Perciformes 
Family Ophidiidae-Brotulidae 
Genus A, new 
TY~ Species. --·New genus A new species 1. 
Diagnosis.-·-Sagitta small, elongate-suboval, compressed 
biconvex, with long, narrow, divided sulcus~ sulcus not ex-
cavated but bounded by an incised line, ostium connected to 
anterior margin by very short and narrow ostial channel, 
cauda arched downward. 
Co~parisons.--The sagitta of New Genus A differs from 
those of other genera dealt with in the downward curvature 
of the cauda of the sulcus. 
Content.--Only the type species of the genus is current-
--·-----
ly placed within it. 
R?fl<J.~ an9_ Di_stri}::mtion. --Eocene, Wilcox group, 11 Bas hi 
Marl"~ Meridian, Lauderdale County, Mississippi. 
Genus A new species 1 
Plate 1, fig. lr text fig. 6, fig. a. 
~escr:!:.Et.J:..OQ..--Sagitta medium size (maximum length obser-
ved, 3.50 mrn.), elongate suboval, low (height/length ratios, 
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51 to 61 per cent), greatest height at posterodorsal angle, 
lowest point at vertical midline. Dorsal margin flattened 
to somewhat concave upward, joined sharply at posterodorsal 
angle, gently sloping to posterior margin~ anterior margin 
formed by steep slope of anterodorsal slope intersecting 
ventral margin~ ventral margin broad asymmetric arch, 
greatest- change in curvature at vertical midline, joins an-
terodorsal slope at sharp angle. Inner face smooth, some-
what convex from vertical plane, sulcus only structural fea-
ture~ sulcus not excavated, divided unequally by slanted 
line, caudal region not parallel to horizontal midline but 
curves toward ventral margin one-half distance from division 
line to end of sulcus~ ostium with slides parallel to hori-
zontal midline~ ostial channel very narrow, short, shallow, 
connects ostium to anterior margin through narrow border. 
Outer face variable, almost planar to convex, undulations 
slightly to moderately developed upper two-thirds of face. 


































Comparisons.--Distinguishing characters of the sagittae 
are listed above. 
Type Locality. --Eocene, Wilcox group, 11 Bashi Marl' 1 ~ 
Meridian, Lauderdale County, Mississippi. 
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Range and Distripution.--The species is known only from 
the type locality. 
Genus B, new 
~ Species.--Genus B new species 1. 
Diagnosis.--Sagitta medium size, somewhat oblong to 
rectangular, compressed biconvex, high, with narrow, long 
sulcus; sulcus unequally divided, not excavated, bounded 
by thin, incised line; ostium connected to anterior margin 
through very narrow, slightly tapered ostial channel. 
Comparisone_.--The sagitta of the new genus differs from 
all other sagittae examined by having a high-height/length 
ratio and a rectangular-like outline. 
Co_ntent. ---Only the type species is currently placed 
within the genus. 
Rang~ and Distribut::__;!,o~.--Eocene, Claiborne group, Wee-
ches Formation~ Pleasanton, Atascosa County, Texas. 
Genus B new species l 
Plate l, fig. 2: text fig. 6, fig. b. 
pescrip_tion.--Sagitta medium size (maximum length obser-
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ved, 4.30 rnrn.), somewhat oblong to rectangular, moderately 
high (height/length ratios, 64 to 74 per cent), greatest 
height two-thirds distance from vertical midline to anterior 
margin. Dorsal margin irregular to flattened, rising sharply 
from blunt anterior margin, breaks sharply at posterodorsal 
angle to form steeply sloping posterodorsal slope~ ventral 
margin moderately curved in slightly asymmetric arch, great-
est change in curvature at vertical midline. Inner face 
flat, smooth, sulcus only feature~ sulcus subequally divided, 
lying one-fourth distance above horizontal midline to dorsal 
margin~ sulcus parallel to horizontal midline: ostium con-
nected to anterior margin through very narrow, slightly 
tapered, ostial channel~ ostial channel located at dorsal-
anterior end of ostium. Outer face weakly undulating, thick-
ens towards anterior and dorsal margins to form weak antero-
dorsal projection. Dimensions (in rnm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
-·--··-~·---
2.60 1.80 0.70 
2.80 1.80 0.80 
2.90 1.90 0.80 
3.40 2.50 0.90 
3.45 2.40 1.00 
3.50 2.50 1.20 
3.60 2.60 1.00 
3.80 2.60 1.20 
4.10 2.90 0.80 
4.30 3.10 1.45 
~omparisq_g_§_.·--.. The otolith is distinguished by having 
unusual height/length ratios which are much greater than 
those of Preophidion otoliths. It has a sulcus much like 
otoliths of Preophidion, but the sulcus of Genus B new species 
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1 lies wholly above the horizontal midline, a character not 
found in Preophidion otoliths. 
Type Iocali ty. ·---Eocene, Claiborne group, Weeches For--
mation~ Pleasanton, Atascosa County, Texas. 
Range ~nd Distribution. ----The species is known only from 
the type locality. 
Genus PREOPHIDION Dante and Frizzell (MS) 
:r'ype Species.--Preophidion petropglis Dante and Frizzell, 
; . 
(MS), new species. 
Diagnosis.--Sagitta small, seed-like, biconvex to slight-
ly incurved, highly variable~ anterior margin rounded to 
bluntly pointed, posterior end pointed~ otolith highest near 
anterior extremity~ inner surface smooth, outer surface un-
dulating~ sulcus enclosed, marked by incised line, filled 
with colliculum, parallel to and includes horizontal midline, 
ostium and cauda equal or unequal in length~ division line 
near vertical to arched towards dorsal and anterior of sulcus 
to form overriding caudal area~ sulcus separated from pos-
terior by wide border, separated from anterior by narrow 
border: opens onto dorsal margin through shallow, tapered, 
narrow ostial channel. 
Comparisons.--The otoliths of this genus are separated 
from the otoliths of Genus A new by the latter's distinct 
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downward curvature of the cauda. Separation of the sagittae 
of this genus from the sagittae of Genus B new is dependent 
upon the latter's greater height/length ratios. Separation 
of the otoliths of this fossil genus from the otoliths of 
the Recent genera is dependent upon the latters' greater 
average size. 
Con·tent. --Currently seven new and four previously de-
scribed species are placed in the genus, with all species 
described in this report. 
Range. - ·--Eocene, Claioorne group through 0 ligocene, 
Vicksburg group. 
PROOPHIDION PETR01?0LIS Dante and Frizzell (MS) 
Plate l, fig. 3 ; text fig • 6 , fig. c . 
Preophidion petropolis Dante & Frizzell In Frizzell & 
Dante, Jour. Paleontology (in press~ 
Description. --Sagitta medium size (maximum length ob-
served, 3.50 mm.) , elongate oval, low (height/length ratios, 
48 to 68 per cent), slightly inflated , highest at posterior 
third, lowest at vertical midline. Dorsal margin straight 
to irregular in curvature, intersect s very broadly arched 
posterodorsal slope; posterior margin moderately pointed, 
somewhat elongate; inner face smooth, slightly convex and 
flexed, sulcus only feature; sulcus not excavated, equally 
divided by variable line nearly vertical or arched towards 
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anterior~ sulcus separated from posterior by narrow border, 
joins dorsal margin through very narrow, shallow, tapered 
ostial channel; sulcus parallel to and includes horizontal 
midline, two-thirds of sulcus dorsal to horizontal midline, 
sulcus notched on ventral border slightly posterior to ver-
tical midline. Outer face smooth but undulating, a stronger 
undulation forming slight anterodorsal projection third dis-



































Comparisons. ····-·The sagitta of this species is similar to 
all Pre<?_J2h:J:_dion otoliths .. but is distinguished from P. eleva-
urn because the latter has a deeper notch in the sulcus and a 
slight downward curvature in the caudal region on the sulcus. 
It is distinguished from the remainder of the sagittae of the 
Preophiq.ioQ complex because of its smaLler average size, lack 
of inner face convexity, and nature of the sulcus. 
gaQ_g_§. ~!!9. Dis!:ri bu!:_;!,_s;.:_!"!_. ·-Eocene, Claiborne group: Weeches 
Formation, Pleasanton, Atascosa County, Texas~ Stone City 
Beds, Brazos River, 10 mi. W. of Bryan, Tex.; Wheelock For-
rna tion, Brazos River, 10 mi. W. of Bryan, Tex. 
PREOPHIDION STINTONI Dante and Frizzell (MS) 
Plate l, fig. 4; text fig. 6, fig. d. 
PreoQ_hidion stinc.oni Dante & Frizzell In Frizzell and 
Dante-, -Jour ~---Pal eon to logy (in press). 
De~g_!:_i_Qtion.--Sagitta moderately large (maximum length 
observed, 4.80 mm.), elongate, somewhat: tapered at posteri-
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or! low, (height/length ratios, 44 to 56 per cent), greatest 
height slightly posterior to vertical midline. Dorsal mar-
gin rounded, rises from anterior end in low asymmetric arch, 
greatest curvature at highest point; posterior margin elan-
gate and a continuation of curvature of dorsal margin; ven-
tral margin broad asymmetric arch, least curvature at lowest 
point or vertical midline. Inner face slightly convex, 
moderately flexed, smooth, with prominent sulcus; sulcus 
narrow, separated from posterior by narrow border, connected 
to anterior margin through very narrow, shallow ostial chan-
nel; sulcus parallel to and contains horizontal midline; 
greatest portion of sulcus dorsal to midline. Outer face 
smooth, slightly undulating, thickens third distance from 
anterior end to form low anterodorsal projection. Dimen-
sions {in mm. ) : 
L~!:!.9th t!~!S!h~ Thickness -----~-~--·-
2.90 l. 40 0.80 
3.00 1.50 0.80 
3.00 1.70 0.80 
3.10 1.45 0.70 
3.15 1.55 0.90 
3.30 1.50 0.80 
3.45 1.60 0.95 
3.60 1.75 1.10 
3.70 1.70 1.00 
4.45 2.00 1.30 
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Comparisons.--Because of the low-height/length ratios, 
the otolith is easily separated from other Preo:ehidion sagit-
tae. 
Range 9:nd Distribution.--Eocene, Claiborne group, Wee-
ches Formation~ Smithville, Bastrop County and Pleasanton, 
Atascosa County, Texas. 
PREOPHIDION ELEVATUM (Koken) 
Plate l, fig. 5~ text fig. 6, fig. e. 
Otolithus (Gadidarum) elevatus Koken, 1888, Deuthsch., 
Geol., Ges., Zeitschr., Bd. 40, p. 290, pl. 29, 
figs. 4·--5.--Posthumus, 1924, Foss. Cat., I{24), 
p. 13. (Not Shepherd, 1916, Knowledge, val. 39 
(n.s. vol. 13), pt. 9, p. 184, figs. 154, y). 
Descri:etion.--Sagitta moderately small (maximum size 
observed, 3.10 rom.), elongate suboval, moderately low (height/ 
length ratios, 54 to 60 per cent), highest at anterodorsal 
projection, lowest at vertical midline. Dorsal margin ir-
regular, flattened between slight anterodorsal projection 
and posterodorsal angle 7 slope steepens from anterodorsal 
projection to anterior end7 ventral margin almost symmetric 
arch, greatest change in curvature at vertical midline. In-
ner face smooth, slightly flexed and convex from vertical 
plane, sulcus only feature 7 sulcus moderately wide, not ex·-
c9vat;.ed,: para}let to a:pd includes horizontal midline, notched 
s~ightly a~ v~nttal lo~ation of division line7 division line 
divides sulcus unequally, cauda shorter than ostium~ line 
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arches upward and towards anterior to form short overriding 
cauda~ ostium separated by very narrow border, connected 
to anterior margin through very narrow, short ostial chan-
nel~ cauda separated from posterior margin by wide border. 
Outer face smooth, slightly undulating. Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
1.75 1.05 0.65 
l. 85 1.00 0.60 
1.85 1.05 0.60 
2.05 1.10 0.60 
2.10 1.25 0.80 
2.50 1.40 0.75 
2.60 1.50 0.80 
2.70 1.50 0.90 
2.90 1.65 0.90 
3.10 1.70 0.85 
Comparisons.- - The otolith would most likely be con-
fused with the sagitta of~- ~~lis. The sagitta of P. 
elevatum has the following sulcal differences: a) a greater 
thickness of the sulcus at the posterior end, and b) a 
definite notch at the ventral location of the division line. 
Range ~nd Distribution.--Eocene, Claiborne group, 
Gosport Sand~ Little Stave Creek, 1 mile north of Jackson, 
Alabama. 
PREOPHIDION MEYER! (Koken) 
Plate 1, fig. 6~ text fig. 6, fig. f. 
Otolithus (Gadidarum) meyeri Koken, 1888, Deutsch. Geol. 
--c;es:-:- Zeitschr., Bd. 40, pp. 289- 290, pl. 18, figs. 
8 - 9. - - Campbe ll, 1929, Jour. Paleont ology, vol. 3, 
no. 3, pl. 29, figs. 8-9.--Posthumus, 1924, Foss. 
Cat., !(24), p. 13. (Not Bassoli, G. G., 1909, 
Soc. Nat. Mat. Modena, Atti, ser. 4, vol. 12, 
p. 41~ nor Frost, 1934, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., 
S e r o l 0 I VO l o 14 1 p o 50 l I p l o 14 I fig o 3 o ) o 
Description.--Sagitta medium size (maximum length ob-
served, 4.20 mm.), oval, moderately low (height/length 
ratios, 52 to 63 per cent), greatest height at anterodorsal 
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projection, lowest at vertical midline. Dorsal margin flat-
tened at midline, more steeply sloped at anterodorsal and 
posterodorsal slopes~ posterior end roundly pointed, formed 
by intersection of broadly arched ventral and dorsal margins~ 
ventral margin broad asymmetric arch, greatest curvature at 
vertical midline. Inner face smooth, slightly flexed, sli-
ghtly convex from vertical plane, sulcus only feature~ sul-
cus unexcavated, equally divided, with ventral and dorsal 
margins of sulcus parallel to horizontal midline~ division 
line almost vertical to slanted towards the anterior~ cauda 
separated from posterior by narrow border~ ostium opens to 
anterior through very short, narrow, unexcavated, tapered 
ostial channel. Outer face smooth, with minor undulations 
thickening towards anterior and dorsal margins to form 
slight anterodorsal projection. Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
3.15 1.70 1.00 
3.30 1.80 1.10 
3.35 1.95 0.90 
3.60 2.00 1.00 
3.60 2.00 1.15 
3.70 2.00 1.20 
3.70 2.10 1.20 
3.90 2.10 l. 20 
3.95 2.10 1.20 
4.10 2.15 1.25 
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Comparisons.--The otolith of this species is similar 
to the otolith of f. elevatum (Koken), and the otolith of 
P. petropolis Dante and Frizzell (in press), except it has 
a greater average size and a more flattened inner face. The 
slight development of an anterodorsal projection is more per-
sistent than in the sagitta of R· elevatum. The greatest 
difficulty is distinguishing the otolith of this species 
from the otoliths of P. new species Q and f. new species f. 
The sagitta of P. new species Q is more blunt as compared 
with the more streamlined sagitta of this species. Also the 
sagitta of this species has a more narrow sulcus with a more 
asymmetric cauda. The sagitta of ~- new species f is separ--
ated from the otolith of this species by the latter's smaller 
size and more tapered ostium. 
Type Locality.--Eocene, Jackson group, Moodys Branch 
Marl~ Jackson, Mississippi. 
Range and Distribution.--Eocene, Jackson group: M0odys 
Branch Marl, Jackson, Mississippi~ Danville Landing Shale, 
Duty, Catahoula Parish, Louisiana~ Yazoo Clay, near Midway 
Yazoo County, Mississippi~ Shubuta Clay, Shubuta, Mississippi. 
PREOPHIDION new species a 
Plate l, fig. 7, text fig. 6, fig. g. 
J~4U 
Description.--SagittaA(maximum length observed, 2.80 
mm.), suboval, moderately high (height/length ratios, 56 to 
73 per cent), anterodorsal projection point of greatest 
height. Dorsal margin unequally arched, greatest curvature 
at posterodorsal slope, flattened in middle, arched at an-
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terior third to form rounded blunt anterior margin~ ventral 
margin asymmetric with flat portion of curve located at pos-
terior two-fifths of otolith, the remainder broadly curved 
to form part of anterior margin, from vertical midline to 
anterior end. Inner face moderately convex from vertical 
plane, smooth, sulcus only feature~ sulcus narrow, not ex-
cavated, divided equally by near vertical division line, 
cbrsal and ventral margins of sulcus parallel to horizontal 
midline, two-thirds of sulcus dorsal to midline~ sulcus 
separated from posterior margin by slight border, touches, 
but does not open onto dorsal margin. Outer face weakly 
undulating, with stronger undulation at anterodorsal pro-
jection, shelf-like area between inner and outer faces. 
Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
-----
1.65 1.05 0.60 
1.70 1.10 0.70 
1.80 1.15 0.55 
1.90 1.30 0.70 
2.05 1.25 0.70 
2.15 1.25 0.75 
2.25 1.50 0.85 
2.40 1.40 0.75 
2.60 1.90 0.90 
2.80 1.80 0.90 
~_g!!!Q_ar!SQ_!:!§_.--The otolith will not be confused with other 
PreoQhidion otoliths because of its greater height/length 
ratio, blunt anterior end, and unusual shape of the posterior 
one-half of the ventral margin. 
~ locality. --Eocene, Claiborne group, Lisbon Forma-
tion~ Claiborne Bluff, Alabama. 
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Range and Distribution.--The species is known only from 
the type locality. 
PREOPHIDION new species b 
Plate 1, fig. 8, text fig. 6, fig. h. 
Description.--Sagitta medium size (maximum length ob-
served, 3. 80 rnrn.), somewhat oval, moderately high (height/ 
length ratios, 55 to 66 per cent), greatest height near an-
terior third of sagitta, lowest point at vertical midline. 
l):)rsal margin very shallow asymmetric arch, begins at break 
in slope marked by anterodorsal projection , posterior por-
tion descends steeply from posterior angle~ posterior end 
smoothly to irregularly rounded~ ventral margin asymmetric 
arch, greatest curvature slightly anterior to vertical mid-
line. Inner face smooth, slightly flexed ; slightly convex 
from vertical midline, sulcus only feature~ sulcus not ex-
cavated, subequally divided by near vertical to forward 
slanted . division line, separated f rom posterior by narrow to 
moderately wid~ b:>rder, opens to anterior margin through very 
narrow, shallow, tapered ostial channel~ sulcus parallel to 
subparallel to and includes horizontal midline , major por-
tion of sulcus dorsal to midline~ cauda slightly shorter 
than ostium. Outer face moderately convex, smooth, with very 
minor undulations, otolith thickens towards anterior and 
dorsal margins to form slightly developed anterodorsal pro-


































Comparisons.--The sagittae of this species are easily 
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separated from all other otoliths except those of f. ~~eri. 
The otolith of this species is somewhat shorter and more 
blunt appearing than the sagitta of f. meyeri. The otolith 
of this species is less convex and flexed than the otolith 
of the similar P. new species f. 
Type Locali!Y.--Eocene, Jackson group, Moodys Branch 
Marl~ Jackson, Mississippi. 
Range and Distribution.--Eocene, Jackson group, Moodys 
Branch Marl, Jackson, Mississippi. 
PREOPHIDION new species c 
Plate 1, fig. 9~ text fig. 6, fig. j. 
Description.--Sagitta large (maximum size observed, 6.30 
mm.), elongate suboval, moderately high (height/length ratios 
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52 to 62 per cent), maximum height slightly posterior to 
vertical midline, lowest point at vertical midline. Dorsal 
margin almost symmetric, with curvature somewhat flattened 
at posterior third of margin~ ventral margin only slightly 
asymmetric, curvature equal to that of dorsal margin~ pos-
terior margin pointed but not attenuated~ anterior margin 
bluntly pointed, quite rounded. Inner face strongly convex 
from vertical plane, sulcus only feature~ sulcus very wide, 
not excavated, notched deeply at ventral location of division 
line~ division line originates at highest portion of ventral 
notch and slants upward and towards anterior to form over-
riding cauda~ sulcus separated from posterior by wide bor-
der, touches anterior margin. Outer face slightly undulating 

























Comparisons.--The sagitta of this species is similar to 
other Preophidion sagittae, but it is easily separated from 
most by its elongate outline, round anterior margin, and 
strong convexity of the inner face. It is distinguished 
from the very similar sagittae of ~. new species g b y having 
a larger, wider sulcus, and a more streamline outline. 
Type Locality.--Eocene, Jackson group, Moodys Branch 
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Marl~ Jackson, Mississippi. 
Range and Distribution.--Eocene, Jackson group~ Moodys 
Branch Marl, Jackson, Mississippi~ Shubuta Clay, Shubuta, 
Mississippi. 
PREOPHIDION new species d 
Plate I, fig. 10: text fig. 6, fig. i 
Description.--Sagitta moderately large (maximum length 
observed, 6.40 mm.), elongate, smoothly rounded, low (height/ 
length ratios, 45 to 55 per cent), greatest height slightly 
posterior to vertical midline, lowest point at vertical mid-
line. Dorsal margin broadly arched, rising from rounded an-
terior margin in smooth curve, maximum curvature at vertical 
midline~ posterior margin sharply rounded~ ventral margin 
very broadly arched, somewhat flattened at vertical midline. 
Inner face strongly convex, strongly flexed, sulcus only 
feature~ sulcus very wide, deeply notched at ventral posi-
tion of division line, not excavated, separated from pos-
terior by broad border, separated from anterior margin by 
narrow border~ division line very strongly arched towards 
anterior of sulcus, forms overridding cauda one-half length 
of sulcus: notch in sulcus extends above horizontal midline 
but remainder of midline included in sulcus. Outer face 
moderately convex, slightly undulating, thickens towards 
anterior and dorsal margins. Dimensions (in mm.): 
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Length Height Thickness 
2.70 1.40 1.00 
3.10 1.60 1.15 
3.70 1.90 1.30 
3.75 1.80 1.30 
3.75 1.90 1.30 
4.10 1.90 1.30 
4.65 2.10 1.60 
4.80 2.10 1.50 
6.10 2.85 2.00 
Comparisons.--The sagitta of P. n. sp. g is very simi-
lar to the sagitta of ~- n. sp. c, but it is more elongate 
and less ovate than the latter. Also, the sagitta of P. n. 
sp. g lacks the extremely wide sulcus, and is more flexed 
and convex from the vertical plane than the sagitta of P. 
n. sp. c. The sagitta of this species is easily distin-
guished from the other Preophidion sagittae. 
Type Locality. --Eocene, Jackson group, fuodys Branch 
Marl~ Jackson, Mississippi. 
Range and Distribution.--Eocene, Jackson group: Moodys 
Branch Marl, Montgomery Landing, Montgomery, Louisiana~ 
Shubuta Clay, Shubuta, Mississippi~ Yazoo Clay, Yazoo Coun-
ty, near Midway, Mississippi~ also near Jackson, Arkansas. 
PRIDPHIDION new species e 
Plate 1, fig. 11~ text fig. 6, fig. k. 
Description.--Sagitta medium size (maximum size obser-
ved, 3.80 rnrn.), suboval to somewhat elongate, slightly infla-
ted, moderately high (height/length ratios, 52 to 58 per cent), 
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greatest height at posterior angle, lowest at vertical mid-
line. D:>rsal margin flattened, continues curve of moderate-
ly rounded anterior margin~ posterior margin has a slight 
break in dorsal curvature at position of posterodorsal pro-
jection, with increased slope to roundly pointed posterior 
end~ ventral margin broad asymmetric arch, maximum curva-
ture change at vertical midline. Inner face smooth, mode-
rately convex, slightly flexed from vertical plane, sulcus 
major feature~ sulcus not excavated, subequally divided, 
connected to anterior through very narrow, shallow ostial 
channel, separated from posterior by moderately wide border, 
parallel to and includes horizontal midline, two-thirds of 
sulcus dorsal to midline~ division line originates in shal-
low ventral notch approximately three-fifths length of sul-
cus from anterior end, then arches towards anterior end to 
form overriding cauda. Outer face smooth, slightly undula-
ting, with noticeable thickening of face towards dorsal mar-
gin. Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
2.90 1.60 0.90 
3.00 1.70 0.90 
3.20 l. 70 1.00 
3.50 1.85 0.90 
3.50 2.10 l. 25 
3.80 2.10 1.30 
Comparisons.--The sagitta of the species differs from 
both sagittae of P. new species b and f. new species f in 
having a more flexed and convex inner face, a deeper ventral 
notch in the sulcus, and a definite overriding cauda. The 
otolith of the species is much smaller than the otolith of 
the somewhat similar ~- new species g. 
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Type I..ocality.--Eocene, Jackson group, Danville Landing 
Shale~ Duty, Arkansas. 
Range and Distribution.--Eocene, Jackson group: Dan-
ville Landing Shale, Duty, Arkansas~ Yazoo Clay, Cynthia, 
Mississippi. 
PREOPHIDION new species f 
Plate 1, fig. 12~ text fig. 6, fig. 1. 
Description.--Sagitta moderately small (maximum length 
observed, 3.50 mm.), subellipsoidal, moderately high (height/ 
length ratios, 54 to 57 per cent), greatest height at anter-
ior third, lowest at vertical midline. Dorsal margin flat -
tened at highest point, rises from steeply sloped antero-
dorsal margin, then gradually curves towards posterior end 
with slight increase in slope at posterodorsal angle~ pos-
terior end somewhat blunt~ ventral margin broad asymmetric 
curve, greatest change in curvature at vertical midline. 
Inner face smooth, variably convex and flexed from vertical 
plane, normally slightly convex and flexed, sulcus only fea-
ture~ sulcus not excavated, subequally divided, separated 
from posterior by moderately wide border, connected to an-
terior margin through ostial channel, sulcus has dorsal and 
ventral borders marked by thinly incised line, parallel to 
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and includes horizontal midline, major portion of sulcus dor-
sal to horizontal midline~ ostial channel very narrow, tap-
ered, shallow constriction at dorsoanterior end of sulcus~ 
ostium slightly longer than cauda 7 division line located at 
ventral notch of sulcus, arched slightly towards anterior end 
of sagitta. Outer face lacks defining characters, slightly 
undulating, thickens towards dorsal and anterior third to 


































Comparisons.--The sagitta of Preophidion new species f 
would be confused with the otoliths of P. meyeri and P. new 
species b. The sagitta of this species is separated from 
P. meyeri because the latter has a less convex and flexed 
inner face. The sagitta of P. new species b has a more blunt 
appearance and lacks any inner facial convexity. This oto-
lith is separated from the otolith of ~- n. sp. e because 
the latter has a more strongly convex and flexed inner face 
and a greater portion of the cauda overrides. 
Type l.ocality.--Oligocene, Vicksburg group , Glendon 
Limestone~ Quarry of Marquette Cement Company, Brandon, 
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Rankin County, Mississippi. 
Range and Distribution.--Oligocene, Vicksburg group: 
Glendon Limestone, Brandon, Mississippi; Red-Bluff Equiva-
lent, St. Stephens, Alabama; Byram Marl, Vicksburg, Missis-
sippi. 
PREOPHIDION new species q 
Plate l, fig. 13, text fig. 6, fig. m. 
Description.--Sagitta moderately large (maximum length 
observed, 5.20 mrn. ), elongate suboval, moderately low 
(height/length ratios, 47 to 68 per cent), somewhat infla-
ted, greatest height variable - from locations at antero-
dorsal projection, or slightly posterior to vertical midline, 
lowest point at vertical midline. Dorsal margin rising from 
roundly pointed anterior end in continuous broad asymmetric 
arch to form elongate posterior end; ventral margin broad, 
almost symmetric arch, maximum change in curvature at verti-
cal midline. Inner face smooth, moderately convex, moderate-
ly flexed from vertical plane, sulcus only feature; sulcus 
not excavated, subequally divided, subparallel ~ but con-
tains horizontal midline, separated at posterior by wide 
border, connected to anterior margin through extremely nar-
row, short, incised ostial channel; division line originates 
in ventral notch in sulcus, arches towards anterior end about 
one-half distance towards dorsal sulcus margin to form over-
riding caudal region. Outer face smooth, weakly undulating, 
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thickens dorsally and to the anterior to form weak antero--
dorsal projection. Dimensions (in mm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
3.60 1.80 1.10 
3.75 2.20 1.25 
4.40 2.30 1.35 
4.70 2.50 l. 55 
4.80 2.80 2.00 
4.90 2.60 1.75 
5.10 2.80 l. 70 
5.10 2.85 1.70 
5.15 2.75 1.95 
5.15 2.90 l. 60 
Comparisons.--The relative large sagitta of this 
species distinguishes it from most other Preophidion sagit-
tae. The overriding cauda - which is a very good morphologic 
character in this species - separates this species from the 
sagittia from all sagittae except f. new species c and R· 
new species d. The latter two species have much wider 
sulci and more strongly convex inner faces. 
Type Locality.--Oligocene, Vicksburg group, Glendon 
Limestone~ Brandon, Mississippi. 
Range and Distribution.--Oligocene, Vicksburg group: 
Byram Marl, Vicksburg, Mississippi~ Glendon Limestone, 
Brandon, Mississippi~ Red Bluff Equivalent, St. Stephens, 
Alabama. 
Genus BROSMJPHYCIS Gill 
Hali as Ayers, 1861, Calif. Acad. Sci. , Proc. , vo 1. 2, 
p. 52 (preoccupied in Lepidoptera, ace. to Jordan, 
1919, Genera, pt. 3, p. 293.) 
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Brosmophycis Gill, 1861, Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Proc., 
1861, p. 52 (replacement for Halias Ayres, ace. to 
Jordan, 1919, Genera, pt. 3, p. 305). 
Type Species.--Brosmius marginata Ayres (original des-
ignation for Halias and Brosmophycis, according to Jordan, 
1919, cited in synonymy above). 
Diagnosis.--Sagitta very large, low, much elongate, 
compressed biconvex7 dorsal margin irregular-humped and 
incurved from anterior to posterior ends~ inner face 
lacking major features~ slightly indented in area of hori-
zontal midliner sulcus so faintly marked as to be visible 
only when the otolith is stained and the light is reflected 
at correct angle from surface of sagitta. 
Comparisons.--The otoliths of the genus are readily 
separated from the otoliths of Preophidion, Lepophidi urn, 
Otophidium, and Ophidion because of the lack of inner 
facial characters and a very large average size. 
Age.--Recent. 
BROSMOPHYCIS MARGINATA Ayres 
Plate 1, fig. 18: text fig. 6, fig. q. 
Brosmius marginatus Ayres, 1854, Calif. Acad. Sci., 
Proc., 1, p. 13.--Jordan and Evermann, 1896, U.S. 
Nat. Mus. Bull., 47(3), p. 2502. 
Halias marginatus Ayres, 1861, Calif. Acad. Nat. Sci., 
Proc., pt. 2, p. 52.--Jordan and Evermann, 1896, 
u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 2502. 
Brosrnophycis marqinatus Gill, 1861, Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., Proc., 1861, p. 168.--Jordan and Evermann, 
1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 2502. 
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Dinematichthys marginatus Gunther, 1860, Cat. Fishes 
British Mus., 4, p. 375.--Jordan and Gilbert, 1883, 
Synopsis, p. 796.--Jordan and Evermann, 1896, u.s. 
Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 2502. 
Description.--Sagitta very large (maximum length obser-
ved, 10.6 rnrn. ), much elongate, very low (height/length ratio, 
43 per cent), greatest height slightly anterior to vertical 
midline, lowest at vertical midline. Dorsal margin rising 
from roundly pointed anterior margin in low irregular arched 
and incurved areas to form moderately blunted anterior end~ 
ventral margin very broad asymmetric arch, greatest change in 
curvature at midpoint - between anterior end and vertical 
midline. Inner face smooth, with indentation of face in area 
of horizontal midline~ sulcus only featurer sulcus only 
visible when lighting is correct and the otolith is stainedr 
sulcus separated from posterior margin by extremely wide ror-
der, opens onto anterior margin through ostial channel~ os-
tial channel very faintly marked, spike-like, shallow, origi-
nates in dorsal area of sulcus. Outer face slightly crenu-
lated, somewhat uneven, with an incurved area in the middle 
except for area at intersection of horizontal and vertical 










Comparisons.--The very weak interfacial characters of 
the otolith af this species will readily distinguish the 
species from PreaphidiBn and the Recent genera examined. 
Genus OPHIDION Linnaeus 
Ophidion (Artedi) Linnaeus, 1758, Syst. Nat., Ed. 10, 
259.--Jerdan and Evermann, 1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., 
Bull., 47(3), p. 2487. 
Ophidium Linnaeus, 1766, Syst. Nat., Ed. 12, p. 431.--
Jordan and Evermann, 1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 
4 7 ( 3 ) I p e . 2 48 7 e 
Diagnosis.--Sagitta rroderately large, biconvex, very 
high, with a stro,ngly developed anterodorsal projection~ 
border of sulcus pOorly defined7 sulcus not excavated, un-
divided. 
Comparisons.--The otolith of Ophidion has a very large 
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posterodorsal projection and a poorly defined, undivided sul-
cus, two characters which distinguish the genus from Preophi-
dion and the other Recent cuskeel otoliths examined. 
~.--Recent. 
OPHIDION BARBATUM Linnaeus 
Plate 1, fig. 177 text fig. 6, fig. r. 
Description.--Sagitta large (maximum length observed, 
• 
• 6.5 mm.), C!Svate inner face with large anterodorsal projection~ 
very high (height/length ratios, 64 to 68 per cent), highest 
at anterodorsal projection, lowest at vertical midline, an-
terior margin flattened, rises to form sharply pointed 
anterodorsal projection~ dorsal margin descends from high 
anterodorsal projection in a moderately curved slope~ pos-
terior margin roundly pointed to flattened at extreme pos-
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terior end of sagitta~ ventral margin flattened to slightly 
incurved at posterior third of margin, broadly arched re-
mainder, greatest change in curvature at vertical midline. 
Inner face smooth, slightly flexed and convex from vertical 
plane, sulcus only feature~ sulcus flush, very faintly 
marked, parallel to and includes horizontal midline, wide 
not divided equally~ sulcus separated from posterior margin 
by wide border, separated from anterior margin by extremely 
narrow border, possibly opens onto margin through very 
faintly marked ostial channel~ sulcus with slight ventral 
notch just forward of sulcal posterior end. Outer face 
smooth only slightly undulatin.g about periphery of sagitta. 










Comparisons.--The sagittae of this species would not 
be confused with the sagittae of Preophidion and the other 
Recent cuskeel species examined because of the undivided 
sulcus and the extremely high anterodorsal projection. 
Age.--Recent. 
Genus LEPOPHIDIUM Gill 
Leptophidium Gill, 1863, Acad. Sci. Phila., Proc., 
p. 210 (not Hallowell, 1860).--Jordan and Ever-
mann, 1896, U.S. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 2482. 
Lepophidium Gill, 1895, Arner. Nat., p. 16.--Jordan and 
Evermann, 1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 
2482. 
Type Species.--Leptophidium profundorum Gill. 
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Diagnosis.--Sagitta large, elongate suboval, with atten-
uated posterior end, biconvex, with wide sulcus~ sulcus not 
excavated, bordered by poorly incised line at the anterior 
portion, more readily visible border in posterior half of 
sulcus, subequally divided by poorly marked overriding di-
vision line~ sulcus widens from the anterior to the poster-
ior, separated by narrow border at posterior end, connected 
through soort, shallow, poorly defined ostial channel. 
Comparisons.--This sagitta is readily distinguished 
from the sagittae of Preophidion by its extremely large size, 
poorly marked sulcus, and the moderately developed antero-
dorsal projection. The division of the sulcus of the oto-
lith separates the genus f·rom Brosmophycis and Qphidion. 
The otolith of the genus is separated from the sagittae of 
Otophidium in having a slightly visible ostial channel, and 
an attenuated posterior end. 
Age.--Recent. 
LEPOPHIDIUM BREVIBARBE (Cuvier) 
Plate 1, fig. 14: text fig. 6, fig. n. 
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Ophidion brevibarbe, Cuvier, 1829, Regne Animal, Ed. 2, 
vol. 2, p. 358.--Jordan and Evermann, 1896, u.s. 
Nat. Muso, Bull., 47(3), p. 2485. 
Lepophidium brevibarbe {Cuvier}. Jordan and Evermann, 
1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3}, p. 2485. 
Description.--Sagitta large {maximum size observed, 8.00 
mrn. ) , elongate suboval, low {height/length ratio, SO per cent), 
greatest height at anterodorsal projection, lowest point at 
vertical midline. Anterior margin blunt, rises steeply to 
form anterior of moderately pointed anterodorsal projection: 
dorsal margin irregular, undulating in broad curve to form 
sharply pointed posterior end: ventral margin broad asyrn-
metric arch, greatest change in curvature at vertical midline. 
Inner face smooth, rroderately flexed, only slightly convex 
from vertical plane, sulcus only feature: sulcus not exca-
vated at anterior to slightly depressed in posterior portion 
of sulcus, separated from posterior margin by narrow border, 
connected to anterior margin through short, shallow, tapered 
ostial channel: sulcus with overriding caudal area poorly 
marked by division line which extends three-fourths length 
of the sulcus. Outer face smooth, with irregularly located 
projections in anterior one-half of sagitta. Dimensions of 










Comparisons.--The sagitta of this species will not be 
confused with the otoliths of the Preophidion complex be-
cause of its much larger eiize, and sulcus differences (see 
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comparisons above). It is readily separated from the sagit-
tae of Brosmophycis marginata and Ophidion barbatum in having 
a divided sulcus, a character the latter two species lack. 
Possible con~usion would arise when comparing this otolith 
with an otolith of Otophidium scrippsae. The latter has a 
very poorly defined sulcus without a visible ostial channel 
while the former has a better defined sulcus and visible os-
tial channel. 
Genus O'IOPHIDIUM Gill 
Otophidium Gill, 1885, in Jordan, Cat. Fish. N. A., p. 
126.--Jordan and Evermann, 1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., 
Bull., 47(3), p. 2490. 
Type Species.--Genypterus omostigma Jordan and Gilbert. 
Diagnosis.--Sagitta large, moderately high, biconvex, 
elongate suboval; sulcus wide, divided, not excavated, 
,POorly to moderately well defined border; division line 
poorly defined, overriding caudal area present, ostial chan-
nel not visible. 
Comparisons.--The otoliths of this genus are readily 
distinguished from the otoliths of Preophidion because of 
the latter's smaller average size and well defined sulcus. 
The otoliths of the genus are distinguished from the otoliths 
of Brosrnophycis and Ophidion because the latter two genera 
have an undivided sulcus. Lepophidium could be confused 
with this genus, but the otoliths of this genus have a 
greater height/length ratio and wider sulcus. 
Age.--Recent. 
OTOPHIDIUM TAYLOR! (Girard) 
Plate 1, fig. 15, text fig. 6, fig. o. 
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Ophidium taylori Girard, 1858, Pac. R.R. Surv., p. 138.--
Jordan and Gilbert, Synopsis, p. 793.--Jordan and 
Evermann, 1896, u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 
2489. 
Chi lara taylori (Girard). Jordan and Evermann, 1896, 
u.s. Nat. Mus., Bull., 47(3), p. 2489. 
Description.--Sagitta very large (maximum length obser-
ved, 10.0 rnrn.), moderately high (height/length ratios, 63 to 
73 per cent), highest point at vertical midline. Anterior 
margin flat, with reverse slope of margin from dorsal to 
ventral, dorsal margin broad asymmetric arch, dorsal end of 
arch much higher than posterior end 7 posterior end roundly 
pointed, ventral margin broad asymmetric arch, greatest 
change in curvature slightly anterior to vertical midline -
located where margin ascends to form part of dorsal margin. 
Inner face smooth, moderately convex, strongly flexed, from 
vertical plane, somewhat skewed, sulcus only feature, sul-
cus flush, sulcual borders poorly defined, wide, subequally 
divided, separated from posterior margin by broad border, 
separated from anterior by very narrow border, indication of 
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ostial channel is slight notch in dorsal margin, 'parallel to 
and includes horizontal midline~ sulcus only faintly divided 
by division line~ ventral notch at posterior four-fifths of 
sulcus, division line originates in the notch, arches upward 
and toward anterior margin to form overriding cauda which 
extends two-thirds length of sulcus. Outer face smooth, in-
curved at vertical midline in vertical plane, humped at hori-
zontal midline slightly posterior to vertical midline. Di-
mensions of three sagittal pairs (in mm.): 
Length Height Thickness 
4.50 3.30 1.40 
4.50 3.40 1.60 
8.00 5.20 2.40 
8.30 5.20 2.40 
10.00 6.50 3.20 
10.30 6.60 3.20 
Comparisons. --The large size of the otolith, unusual 
shape of the dorsal and anterior margins, and divided sulcus 
separates this species from otoliths of other Recent and 
fossil sagittae examined. 
Age.--Recent. 
OTOPHIDIUM SCRIPPSaE Hubbs 
Plate 1, fig. 16~ text fig. 6, fig. p. 
Description.--Sagitta large (maximum length observed, 
8.00 mm.), somewhat ovate, very high (height/length ratios, 
72 to 87 per cent), greatest height at anterodorsal projec-
tion, lowest point slightly posterior to vertical midline. 
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Anterior margin long and steeply inclined, rises to form 
anterior edge of sharply pointed, high anterodorsal projec-
tion~ dorsal margin descends from anterodorsal projection 
in a series of curved to incurved steps, outward curved from 
vertical midline to roundly pointed posterior margin~ ven-
tral margin basically a symmetric arch with a bulbous pro-
jection at vertical midline. Inner face smooth,, moderately 
flexed, only very slightly convex from vertical plane, sulcus 
only feature~ sulcus slightly depressed, subequally divided, 
very wide, bordered by well incised line, slight ventral 
notch near posterior end of sulcus marks location of division 
line~ line is a wide shallow trough, curves upward and for -
ward to form overriding caudal area which extends two - thirds 
length of sulcus. Outer face smooth to crenulated at peri-
phery of younger specimens~ thins immediately posterior to 
anterodorsal projection, thickens towards ventral and poster-
ior margins to form shelf-like periphery. Dimensions of three 






















Comparisons.--The sagitta of this species is easily dis-
tinguished from the sagittae of the Preophidion complex be-
cause of the poorly defined sulcus and much larger size of 
this species. The sagitta of Ophidion barbatum is separated 
from the sagitta of the species because of the undivided 
sulcus of the former. The otolith of this species is 
much higher and has a more prominent sulcus when compared 
to 0. taylori. 
Age.--Recent. 
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Text fig. 6 
Explanation of figures 
Sagittae of the Preophidion complex and Recent cuskeels. 
(Not to ·acale). Specimens from the Frizzell Collection. 
a. New genus A new species 1~ Eocene, Wilcox group. 
b. New genus B, new species 1~ Eocene, Claiborne group. 
c. Preophidion petropolis Dante and Frizzell (MS)~ 
Eocene, Claiborne group. 
d. Preophidion stintoni Dante and Frizzell (MS) ~ 
Eocene, Claiborne group. 
e. Preophidion eleva tum (Koken) ~ Eocene, Claiborne groJJp. 
f. P. meyeri (Koken): Eocene, Jackson group. 
g. P. new species a~ Eocene, Claiborne group. 
h. P. new species b~ Eo~ene, Jackson group. 
i. P. new species d~ Eocene, Jackson group. 
j. P. new species c: Eocene, Jackson group. 
k. P. new species e~ Eocene, Jackson group. 
1. P. new species f~ Oligocene, Vicksburg group. 
m. P. new species g~ Oligocene, Vicksburg group. 
n. Lepophidum brevibarbe (Cuvier)~ Recent. 
o. Otophidium taylori (Girard)~ Recent. 
p. o. scrippsae Hubbs~ Recent. 
q. Brosmophycis marginata (Ayres): Recent. 
r. Ophidion barbatum Linnaeus~ Recent. 
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PLATE ONE 
Explanation of figures 
1. New genus A new species 1~ Eocene, Wilcox group, Miss.~ 
length, 3.50 mrn.r inner face of right sagitta. 
2. New genus B new species 1: Eocene, Claiborne group, 
Texas: length, 4.30 mm.: inner face of right sagitta. 
3. Preophidion petropolis Dante and Frizzell: Eocene, Clai-
borne group, Texas: length, 3.50 mm.: inner face of 
right sagitta. 
4~ Preophidion stintoni Dante and Frizzell: Eocene, Clai-
borne group, Texas~ length, 4.80 mm.~ inner face of 
right sagitta. 
5. Preophidion elevaturn (Koken) 7 Eocene, Claiborne group, 
Mississippi: length, 3.10 rnm.~ inner face of left 
sagitta. 
6. Preophidion meyeri (Koken)~ Eocene, Jackson group, Missis-
sippi: length, 4.20 mm.r inner face of right sagitta. 
7. Preophidion new species ar Eocene, Claioorne group, Ala-
bama: length, 2.80 mm.: inner face of right sagitta. 
8. Preophidion new species b: Eocene, Jackson group, A±a-
1'1 i ~'S. 
~; length, 3.80 mm.~ inner face of right sagitta. 
9. Preophidion new species d~ Eocene, Jackson group, Missis-
sippi: length, 6.30 mm.: inner face of left sagitta. 
10. Preophidion new species £: Eocene, Jackson group, Missis-
sippi~ length, 6.40 mm.~ inner face of right sagitta. 
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11. Preophidion new species e~ Eocene, Jackson group, Ark-
ansas1 length 3.80 mm.~ inner face of right sagitta. 
12. Preophidion new species f~ Oligocene, Vicksburg group, 
Mississippi1 length, 5.20 mm.~ inner face of left 
sagitta. 
13. Preophidion new species g1 Oligocene, Vicksburg group, 
Mississippi1 length, 3.60 mm.~ inner face of left 
sagitta. 
14. Lepophidiurn brevibarbe (Cuvier)~ Recent, .Gulf of Mexico, 
20 miles East of Port Aransas, Texas~ length, 8.00 rrun.~ 
inner face of left sagitta. 
15. Otophidiurn taylori (Girard)~ Recent, Santa Monica Bay, 
Calif.~ length, 10.0 mm.~ inner face of left sagitta. 
16. Otophidiurn scril2J2sae Hubbs~ Recent, Santa Monica Bay, 
Calif.~ length, 8.00 rnrn.~ inner face of left sagitta. 
18. Brosrno£hycis rnarginata (Ayres)~ Recent, Lower Calif.~ 
length 10.7 mm.~ inner face of left sagitta. 
17. Ophidion barbaturn Linnaeus~ Recent, Valencia, Spain~ 
length, 6.80 rnrn.~ inner face of left sagitta. 
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